Doran DS4300 Neonatal Scale Baby Scale 44 lb x 0.1 oz

The Model DS4200 offers all the features of the DS4100 with the additional feature of a molded plastic infant seat. For
maximum infant safety, the seat is permanently mounted to the scale. The seat can be adjusted to face either right or
left so that it can allow easy access to the infant chair in any office configur

Manufature: Doran
SKU: DS4300
Weight: 24.00 lb

Please Call
(800)832-0055

Features

The DS4300 has been specifi cally designed to weigh premature and newborn infants. This neonatal scale can measure the weight of the tiniest
babies to an accuracy of 0.1 oz. This precise neonatal scale features movement compensation technology that results in an extremely fast and
accurate display. Even when the infant is moving, the DS4300 captures the actual weight. The last stable weight is stored and can be recalled at
the push of the Last Weight button. This unique feature frees the nursing staff to care for the infant rather than the number on the scale display.
The DS4300 is EMR Ready and data can be transmitted via either the included USB or RS-232 ports

Specifications
Model

DS2100

Capacity x
Readability

44 lb x 1 oz
20 x 0.002 kg

ACCURACY

+/- 0.1 oz (2 g)

DISPLAYED
UNITS

lb:oz or kg

DISPLAY

0.75” High LCD

POWER

AC Adapter (Included) or
rechargeable battery pack (Included)

CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

Epoxy coated steel base and clear plastic infant weighing tray.

DIMENSIONS

Weighing Tray 12.5" W x 21" L x 2-3" D
Scale 17.5" W x 22.5" L x 6.5" H

EMR Ready

YES

Ports

USB, RS-232

WARRANTY

3 Year

Accessories
Optional Accessories

Doran DS4900 Neonatal/Infant Scale Cart for DS5040
DS4100 and DS4300
Constructed of heavy guage painted steel, the scale cart provides a convenient and safe
way to move the neonatal or infant scale around a busy medical office or hospital pediatric
ward.
The base of the cart features high impact plastic bumpers and a low center of gravity to
prevent the cart from tipping over. Moving the scale is easy thanks to the 5” diameter
wheels and ergonomic push handles. Two of the easy roll casters lock to ensure that the
scale cart stays in place while the scale is being used.
The roomy shelves has plenty of space for medical supplies and the 3” deep drawer locks
for security.
CONSTRUCTION: ABS plastic and painted steel
DIMENSIONS Cart: 29" W x 24.5" D x 37.5" H
Top Tray Dimension: 25.75" L x 16.75" W x 0.5" D
WARRANTY: 5 Five Years
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